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PROGRAMMING

NAME LOCATION QUATTFTCATTONS/EXPERTENCE

Keefe Higgins Florida Hello, I am a windows .net C# programmer and

would like to offer help if needed. I have

intermediate knowledge of html and front end

development experience. However, I am very
good and creating windows services and
processing data. My current job duties include
processing large data files from clients and

inserting them into various databases; sql server,

mongo, etc... My skills are not limited to file
processing. I can handle most programming task's

on windows server/pc's. I am able to create

software applications using the .net c#

framework.
Boye Oomens Curacao Seasoned front-end developer with over twelve

years of in-depth web development experience

and passionate about web standards. Graduated

in 2008 from the Rotterdam University (Media

Technology, BICT). Always aiming for semantic,

cross-browser & cross-platform consistent and

maintainable code. Comfortable and proficient

with writing accessible semantic HTML, efficient
CSS and strong understanding of how to enhance
progressively by adding elegant interaction via

unobtrusive JavaScript (both traditional as well as

libraries like jQuery)- Demonstrated aptitude with
web fundamentals (such as HTTP), version control
(SVN, Git), the LAMP environmer*, Object

Oriented Programming, unit testing and third-
party API's. Also focused on mobile devices and

familiar with developing HTML5 web (and

PhoneGap) apps for platforms like iOS and

Android. Eye for details, well organized, and the
ability to take direction as well as provide
guidance to production and peers.

Jason Balmut Florida, USA I was a photogrammetrist for 2 years and have

been in Geographic lnformation Systems (GlS)for

the past 14 years. I design databases, analyze

spatial data, and cartographically represent
spatial information through time and space. I've

been interested in UFOs since I was a child and

have been looking into the science of UFO

detection and mapping for a few years now. I'd
be happv to help if you need my skills.

Rebecca Wise California, USA I run the Project Blue Book,Archive at
http://bluebookarchive.org and am VP of



Software Engineering for a materials science

company. Our work involves a combination of
modern web technologies (reactive javascript

using the Meteor framework) and first principle

scientific simulations performed on NERSC's

Edison and Cori super computers.

Steven G. Carson Colorado, USA I have a B.S. in Physics from lowa State University
(1931) and 34 years of experience in the areas of
scientific programming and data analysis. I have

worked on Linux systems (mostly) since 1995. I

have worked for General Dynamics, San Diego,

CA; Martin Marietta Astronautics (later Lockheed

Martin), Denver, CO; National Center for
Atmospheric Reseach (NCAR), Boulder, CO.; and

my current employer is the Laboratory for
Atmospheric and Space Science (LASP), University
of Colorado, Boulder, CO. I have written C/C++

code that is currently running on all NEXRAD

radars in the U.S. (NTDA - Nexrad Turbulence

Detection Algorithm). I have maintained large

FORTRAN codes used for mission-critical

trajectory simulation. I have written a large
(30,000+ lines) MATLAB package used to perform

multi-variable linear regressions on a very large

data set as part of a turbulence and wind shear

warning system for the Juneau, AK. airport. When

I was a child in the 1960s, I was keenly aware of
the UFO phenomena due to frequent newspaper
articles and TV news reports.

James Graham Massachusetts

, USA

My background is in molecular/cellular biology
and I did -10 years of wet lab work before
switching to computationa I

biology/bioinformatics, which I have been doing
for an additional -20 years. l've done a lot of
algorith m design and data ana lysis/visualization,

including some image analysis of microscopy

imagerv.

Tony Marks North Carolina 17 yrs perl, windows, *nix, & database

a utomation a nd d ispa rate systems i nterfaci ng.

Also 20+yrs SQL programming in DB/2, Oracle,

and SQL Server.

Michael Rudd Texas I have a Master's in Systems Engineering from U.

Virginia. I work for a silicon valley company today.
I am intimately familiar with OPNET Modeler and
Have worked for AT&T and Boeing in Network
Design and Engineering.

Eric Bendle Texas Resou rcefu I Software Engi neeri ng professiona I

with over twenty six years of progressively



ai*rs" and responsible experience in object-

oriented design and development. Demonstrated

strengths in a variety of languages and operating

environments. Uniquely qualified and motivated

to conduct scientific research into emerging

technologies relative to video and image analysis,

ontology-based applications and network

management. Consistently reviewed as a strong

team player and supervisor who excels at

problem solving and analYsis.

Lead Software Engineer

HEB

July 2013 - Present (2 years 5 months)San

Antonio
Lead software engineer in lnformation

Systems/Supply Chain, which includes software

development, database scripting, system

engineering and customer support' Developing

software in Java, Spring, PL/SQL, JavaScript and

Angular. Maintaining JDA supply chain demand

and replenishment system, servers and

databases. Also involved with overseeing support

transition for established systems, creating and

maintaining documentation, and mentoring


